
Emerald provides
Solutions

Texas A&M and Emerald Brand collaborate to enhance 

on-campus product offerings



History of
texas a&m

Texas A&M opened its doors in 1876 as the state's first

public institution of higher learning. Today, they stand

as a research-intensive flagship university dedicated to

sending Aggie leaders out into the world prepared to

take on the challenges of tomorrow.

Located in the heart of the Houston-Dallas-Austin

triangle and within a two-hour drive of 26 million of the

state’s 28 million residents, Texas A&M's main campus in

College Station is home to more than 69,000 students. 



 CHALLENGES

01
Providing students and faculty with sustainable

disposable products that they could purchase for their

everyday use, without leaving campus.

02
Having a reliable source of sustainable products that

could fill a wide array of product needs, while reducing

the number of suppliers.

03
Being able to effectively communicate to the students

and faculty the progress the university was making

toward their ESG goals.



Solutions

03
The environmental reporting that Emerald provides (EIS; Environmental

Impact Statement) is an excellent communication tool, that measures

key environmental metrics. This report is used to communicate the

positive impact to the University is having because of their purchasing

decisions. 

01
Emerald Brand provides a sustainable disposable product line that is

specific to the retail environment and would be perfect for bookstores

and convenience stores, so students could purchase their products on

campus

02
With 75% of the 300+ Emerald products manufactured in the U.S. the

University recognized that they could utilize one supplier and decrease

spend on multiple suppliers and duplicate SKU’s.



Environmental
Impact 
Statement



   

Benefits

Texas A&M University is

satisfying an immediate

need of the students and

faculty by offering quality

sustainable disposable

products, many of which are

Made in America.

There is a positive message

the University is sending to

the surrounding community

and cities of Bryan & College

Station, which have a long-

standing relationship with

the University. This message

about Health & Wellness

resonates with the student

body.

Students want to attend a

University that is making

positive environmental

decisions and they directly

see this when they shop on

campus and visit the coffee

shops.



   

Emerald Brand is on the

store shelves at the

convenience stores and

coffee shops throughout

Texas A&M campus.

The shelf sets at the on-

campus convenience stores

have a wide array of the

Emerald products to satisfy

the students and faculties

sustainable disposable

product needs.

The stores have seen an

increase in their sales and

positive feedback from the

student body.

results


